
 
 

 

Two Sides North America, Inc. 
330 N. Wabash Avenue, Suite 2000  
Chicago IL 60611 
T: 855-896-7433 
E: info@twosidesna.org 

           February 2, 2016 
 
 
Mr. Michael Bonarti 
Corporate Vice President, General Counsel and Secretary 
Automatic Data Processing, Inc. (ADP) 
One ADP Boulevard 
Roseland, NJ 07068 
 
 
Re:  Misleading Environmental Claims  
 
Dear Mr. Bonarti: 

ADP is encouraging customers to switch from paper documents to electronic documents, claiming that e-delivery is 
better for the environment.  Several of your customers who are members of Two Sides have brought this to our 
attention.  

While we clearly understand the cost and efficiency benefits of electronic services and encourage waste reduction, 
Two Sides and it’s over 160 member companies also wants to ensure that claims promoting electronic alternatives as 
more environmentally sustainable than print and paper are factual and verifiable.  We encourage you to consider the 
facts below, the importance of our industry and our suggestions for modifying your message.   

The ADP claims of concern can be found at the end of this letter with suggestions for modifying your message.  In 
general, our request is that ADP refer to online transactions (instead of paperless) and focus its messaging on the 
convenience and practicality of online transactions rather than environmental benefits. 

The direct impact of electronic products and services replacing paper is far from negligible, and the trade-offs 
between the two depends on how often we use the different technologies and how we dispose of the products.1  
Both electronic and print media are important, and both have environmental impacts that must be taken into 
consideration.  In fact, electronics have a significant and growing carbon footprint due to the energy requirements of 
a vast worldwide network of servers necessary to store information for immediate access.2   Electronic services also 
rely on significant amounts of fossil-fuel energy and non-renewable raw materials for processing and 
manufacturing.3,4,5 With electronic waste becoming the fastest growing waste stream in the world, and its related 
environmental and health concerns in many countries,6,7,8 promoting electronic services as the sole environmental 
choice is unfounded. 
 
Print on paper has unique environmental features that many other products and materials do not.  Paper comes from 
a renewable resource that, when managed responsibly, is perpetually regenerated.9  It is also recycled more than any 
other material in the U.S.10,11 and is made with a high percentage of renewable energy.12,13  The U.S. paper industry 
encourages and depends on sustainable forest management practices that regenerate billions of trees annually.  In 
fact, the volume of trees growing on U.S. forestland increased 58% over the last 60 years.14  Two Sides and Dovetail 
Partners have recently published a white paper outlining the main reasons why going paperless does not save trees.15 
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Far from causing deforestation, the demand for sustainably sourced paper in the U.S. promotes responsibly managed 
forests that provide many environmental and social benefits.  The income landowners receive for trees grown on 
their land is an important incentive to maintain, sustainably manage and renew this valuable resource. This is 
especially important in areas facing economic pressure to convert forestland to non-forest uses.16,17  The fact is our 
working forests are an essential part of the U.S. environment and the economy. 
 
You should also be aware that the livelihood of many of your customers depends on profitable print, paper and mail 
sectors.  In fact, a total of 7.54 million jobs (4.5% of U.S. Total Output and $1.4 trillion in sales revenue) depend on the 
U.S. mailing industry, including production, distribution and handling of mail, paper production and printing.18  Our 
consumer research survey has also shown that the “go green – go paperless” message is questioned by many 
respondents19 and not well received by our members who depend on the graphic communications industry. 
 
Two Sides is currently leading an educational initiative to help major North American companies develop and 
implement best practices related to environmental marketing claims for print and paper.  We’re a non-profit 
organization composed of representatives from every sector of the graphic communications industry dedicated to 
promoting the responsible production and use of print and paper and to dispelling common environmental 
misconceptions about the medium.   
 
As a result of our discussions to date, over 35 companies, including many of the Fortune 100, have agreed to change 
their messaging to eliminate misleading or factually incorrect environmental claims about the use of print and paper.   
These companies include well-known names such as American Express, Bank of America, Capitol One, HSBC, Sprint, 
Starbucks and Wells Fargo.  For example, the Director of IT Care & Billing Services at Sprint stated publicly: “One of 
the benefits of our relationship with Two Sides has been the opportunity to reflect on how we communicate our 
efforts.  This caused us to review Sprint’s messaging about electronic media across multiple touch points.”   
 
Without competent and reliable scientific evidence documenting the net environmental benefits of electronic 
services versus print and paper, your claims may be construed as “greenwashing.”  In other words, they can mislead 
consumers and may fall short of the Green Guides published by the U.S. Federal Trade Commission for environmental 
marketing that require claims be "truthful, clear and substantiated.”20 
 
I am available to speak with you or some of your colleagues at ADP to find a solution as we have successfully done 
with other major corporations.  The end result has been more accurate claims that meet the U.S. FTC Green Guides 
and are not damaging to the paper, printing and mailing sectors that provide so many U.S. jobs. 
 
Thank you for your attention, and I look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Philippe Riebel 
President, Two Sides North America, Inc. 
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Claim used by ADP: 
 

Alert Archive 

 
Paperless Payroll . . . Saving More Than Just Trees  

The SSA is doing it ... so are other areas of the government. More and more corporations 
are too. Yet some companies choose to ignore the production and monetary benefits it 
brings. What is "it"? Going paperless. And paperless payroll is an easy place for your 
company to start. 

 

 

Suggested changes:  

 Remove “Saving More Than Just Trees” 

 Change “Going Paperless” to “Going Digital”  

 Change “Paperless Payroll” to “Electronic Payroll” 
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